
 
 

Automated Verification of Vehicles at Entry/Exit in the Premises using Matrix Video 

Surveillance LPR Solution 

 

Automated verification of vehicles at entry/exit in the premises will help organizations reduce 

dependency on manpower, chances of data manipulation and achieve higher productivity. 

Security personnel will have an option to validate and authorize entry/exit of any vehicle with 

pre-defined data such as name of the driver, contact number, email, company name, etc. 

mapped against the license plate number of the respective vehicle. 

 

Implementation 

The solution involves: 

 Camera with Auxiliary In/Out Sensor 

 Boom Barrier Auxiliary In/Out Sensor Control 

 Data Related to all the Vehicles 

 
 

Entrance: License plate of the vehicle will be verified against the database uploaded. 

Security Cabin: Pre-defined data such as name of the driver, contact number and company name will be 

flashed on the screen with a video pop-up as soon as an authorized number plate is detected. 

Boom Barrier: Camera will give a signal to the boom barrier to allow entry. Security guard will also have 

an emergency entry/exit button for any unregistered/registered vehicle. 

Report: Reports can be generated of vehicles verified/unverified for auditing purpose with pictorial 

evidence. 

 

Thus, Matrix VMS provides a comprehensive solution to make vehicle authorization process automatic 

with pre-defined data, to improve productivity and security in an organization. 



 

 

For further information: 
Email at - Customer.Care@MatrixComSec.com  
Call on - +91 9998755555 
Website - http://www.matrixsecusol.com/ 

 

 

 

ABOUT MATRIX 
Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in Telecom and Security solutions for modern businesses and 

enterprises. An innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization, Matrix is committed 

to keep pace with the revolutions in the telecom and security industries. With more than 40% of its 

human resources dedicated to the development of new products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge 

products like IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, VoIP Gateways and Terminals, GSM Gateways, Access Control, 

Time-Attendance and Video Surveillance solutions. These solutions are feature-rich, reliable and 

conform to the international standards. Having global footprints in Asia, Europe, North America, South 

America and Africa through an extensive network of more than 500 channel partners, Matrix ensures 

that the products serve the needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has gained trust and 

admiration of customers representing the entire spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many 

international awards for its innovative products. 
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